Instructions for Uploading Your Working Paper to SSRN
(Prior to Final Publication by Annual Reviews)

Annual Reviews is a Partner in Publishing within the SSRN Economics Research Network, which means:
• Annual Reviews provides articles directly to SSRN with links to the article on the Annual Reviews website.
• SSRN disseminates article abstracts through email to E-journal subscribers.
Submitting Working Papers on SSRN

- Please ONLY submit working paper versions of your article to SSRN.
- Please DO NOT submit the Review in Advance (RIA) or final versions of your Annual Reviews article to SSRN.
Submitting Working Papers on SSRN

- Once you are logged into your SSRN account, click on the “Submit a paper” link at the top navigation to start the process.

- You will see a blank submission form where you can begin to enter the information for your paper, including Title, Authors, References, Abstract, and Classification.
Once you begin adding information to the References section, a yellow box will appear with three fields to complete.

- Select “WPS” for Working Paper Series.
- Then, select “Yes” as this paper has been selected to appear in a Paper Series, Journal, or Book.
- In the following search box, begin typing “Annual Review of...” and “Enter New Reference” button will appear.
- Next, the “Complete Reference” box will display. Please include the name of the journal and “forthcoming” in this space.

*Please note that your manuscript will still be subject to final review by the Annual Reviews Editorial Committee*
References on SSRN

- Once the information has been entered, be sure to click 'save' at the top of the section.
References on SSRN

- Finally, please select “Have SSRN select eJournal classifications for this paper.”
- Annual Reviews will deposit final versions of articles to SSRN upon publication of the online volume.
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